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enabling the hunter to extend his.stay or expand his range
while hunting.
Such larder technology proved to increase the
amount of food brought back to the main camp and may have
meant the difference between the group starving or making it
through the lean times of the year.
The archaeological signature of this prehistoric
practice is the finding of storage vessels tucked away into
the vugs of rock shelters.
This was the case at a rock
shelter just 350' north of the Park over the Salem line and
east of Gungy Road.
The walking survey spotted a likely
shelter and upon climbing the steep escarpment below the site
•nd crawling in� �any ·fragments of one large ceramic storage
pot were found lying on the surface.
Since the pot was
placed in the cave by a prehistori c hunter, my eyes were the
next to see the pot, some 500 to 600 years later.
Another locus of prehistoric activity appears to be the
southern region of the sm�ll field just north of the power
lines and east of Gungy Road.
The walking survey discovered
This by
one chip, the by-product of stone tool manufacture.
itself only indicates sporadic use of the area by prehistoric
Native Americans.
However, the area's flat, well drained
soils and location above a wetland and inflowing stream makes
this setting a likely site.
Two other rock shelters with the potential· of
The first
prehistoric habitation are situated in the Park.
is located Just east of a charcoal kiln underneath a large
glacial erratic.
The area of the site is quite small,
approximately 16 square feet, and while no artifacts were
identified on the surface there was clear evidence of a small
fireplace.
The second area also contained no artifacts however had
abundant evidence of fire.
This shelter was located
southeast of Bald Nubble and was formed by a series
of plucked and subsequent frost fractured erratics.
The area
of this shelter was nearly 40 square feet and afforded the
potential of excellent protection from the elements.
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a medieval appearance and were conceptualized when
militarv seige tactics were common.
The idea was to be
able to endure a prolonged seige and separate your forces
from the enemy with a series of walled enclosures.
If the
enemy came closer ! he committed himself to be drawn into a
vulnerable position.
This was accomplished by channelling
the offensive force toward certain points where they would
be attacked from above and all the time drawn toward a
strongly defended central citadel. This description
closely approximates the complex design of Samuel
DesboroL1gh • s "Messuage" (mez-wee) that was erected prior
to 1643 in Guilford.
Whitfield's 1639 stone house in Guilford represents a
design that could have been easily defended.
Its form is
referred to as a "Bastel". and is reminiscent of a English
castle's "l<eep".
It is a heavily constructed multi
leveled building that was a combined dwelling house and
The ground floor could accommodate animals
stock shelter .
while the second floor which could only be accessed by a
ladder or stair that could be drawn up, served as a
habitation area.
A "Sheil i ng" was a third type of defensive structL1re
It was a
used in England during the 1600's and before.
walled farmstead not unlike the messuage, however, it was
a simpler design and produced a less imposing effect.
These were used in mere rural regions and probably by less
important individuals.
Their rural agricultural basis is
unmistakable and the walls enclosed a relatively
plain rectangular stone dwelling and barn (Anderson).
The political conditions that existed within England
and the colonies may have a relation to the structure
identified within Hartman Park and designated Structure
#3. The walking survey indicated that it could be quite
early, comparable to a dwelling discovered at Plimouth
Plantation. The relation to structure #3 and the
Desborough Messuage or possibly a slightly more modest
Sheiling must be considered.
The second purpose of establishing the Saybrook
Colony was to attain wood and mineral resources,
especially iron. Both of these were dangerously sparse in
17th century England and in fact trading relations with
other European countries to gain access to these was
becoming very tenuous.
The American colonies were very important to
England's future from an economic: standpoint.
Great
quantities of timber flowed from the colonies back to the
mother country as early as the 1630's.
This is clear from
the references in the recor ds of the Connecticut Colonial
Assembly.
On the very first page of the first book are
regulations relating to timbering and the transportation
Saybrook fort commanded a key
of wood back to England.
position in monitoring and regulating this commerce and
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George Fenwick and the investors undoubtedly profited.
I again suspect that this may be the tip of the
iceberg. There are a couple of things that make me
hypothesize that there were earlier European commercial
ventures to attain American timber from the lower
Connecticut valley. First of all, at the very beginning
of settlement there appears to be the need to gain control
and regulation of timbering.
This suggests that serious
lumbering activities were already well established. This
is not unexpected as there are documented excursions made
by such entrepreneurial endeavors as that of Ferdinand
Gorges in Maine during the first decade of the 17th
century.
Another consideration is that the Native Americans
expected and understood the English need for wood when
they spoke to Roger Williams during the early 1630's.
They asked, "why did the English come hither?" and offered
the explanation that, "have they want of wood?" <Williams,
Key into the Languages of America).
Some of this may be
due to their own experience in needing to relocate their
villages due to exhaustion of local firewood but it is
also possible that they had already seen Europeans come to
get timber. This might also explain references to 16th
century European introduced epidemics in southern New
England as referenced by Williams. This might also help
en:pl ain why there were no apparent 17th century "Indian"
villages at the mouth of the Connecticut River <Adrian
Block). European contacts of the second half of the 16th
century may have contributed to the demise of these local
populations of Native Americans.
The evidence from various sources indicate that 17th
century timber resources were located in the uplands and
not the bottomlands adjacent the rivers. Verrazano and
Block as well as others were clear that such areas were
ostensibly used as �gricultural land by the Native
Americans.
The magnitude of l�th century timbering is brought to
the forefront by a 1683 document within the 1st meeting
book of Lyme. This document expresses the concern that
much of the uplands in Lyme had been over cut. The timber
was not available as it had previously been and some of
the problem was due to uncontrolled and unauthorized
logging.
This set of data indicate that an area as Hartman
Park would have been an important area for acquiring
timber resources either in the late 16th or early 17th
century and would not have been considered out of the way.
These data also suggest that there are good reasons for
the e>l i stence of Structure #5 the sawmi 11, and #3 and
upland wall enclosed habitation. These buildings �ay have
had a critical economic impo�tance to early and then
subsequent timbering activ�ties.
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L.:md_.__ grobat.� ta:-t. 9_nd. vital records r-el_.:1t i ng_ t_o Hc:trtma_n_
Par_k :_
Inttr•odL1ct ion
Hartman Park has a rather straight-forward historv
In the period from
back to the time of Frederick Fosdick.
1885 to 1896 he put this land "together" from five
different parcels.
Each of these sections was
independently searched back so as to best ascertain the
particular land use and most importantly identify who the
The research required that
people were that resided here.
more than the 303 acre Par� had to be considered, due to
the number and varying sizes of interrelated land
transactions.
The largest parcel considered in this study is the
It consists of 250 acres mil, and is
"Bartman Section".
com,monly referred to as the "Clark Farm".
ActL1ally, L1pon
the death of Daniel and Dudley Clark, this farm was broken
down and then reassembled by Erastus Calkins (Caulkins>
who sold it to Nathan Morgan of Montville.
Upon his
death, Ebenezer Mack was the owne�, followed in turn by
Henry S. Lee.
As can be seen, two farms were actually
incorporated here when Nathan Morgan purchased a 30 acre
farm �rom Hasard (Hazzard) Wilcox in 1826 and subsequentli
bought the main section in 1828.
The use of this land was primarily agricultural.
It
was a terrain that likened itself to animal farming rather
A review of tax records from 1803 to
than crop growing.
1817 indicates only a small amoL1nt of the land was "mowed"
(jr used in growing .
On the other hand, sheep seemed to
be very prevalent - i.e Seth Lee kept 189 <at time of
death> on his adjacent farm.
The use of co-operative
farming is a very distinct possibility up to the Nathan
This
Morgan era at least - and perhaps long after.
concept involves the sharing of land, implements, barns,
etc:.
This idea is reached from a variety of fronts: #1: The
involvement throughout these five parcels of
"outside" financing and/or ownership - this included some of
the more prominent families in Middlesex and New London
Counties.
The Shaws of New London, the Wadsworths of Durham,
the Noyes of Old Lyme, the Deans of Wethersfield, and the
Haydens of Essex are prime examples.
#2: The price of the
land and structures is very low, when compared to other areas
at appropriate times, even farming property. This bespeaks a
lack of wealth t which is quite appropriately shown by
insolvent estates: i.e. Dudley Clark and Jarius Perkins, plus
the large amount of financing done.
The estate of Daniel Clark (1822) includes 9 barrels
of cider, and LLR 16/181 in 1783 shows him purchasing an
"old orchc1rd" from Eleazer Mather. This and other factors
to be brought up later show that the growing of fruit,
primarily apples� is of prime importance.
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The "F'erkins" section is very interesting in certain
ways.
It is the area that inclL1des the "dam and
millpond'', as well as substantiating the importance of
logging. One of the most vital deeds uncovered was LLR
20/171 in 1794 wherein the Booge family borrows money from
one of the most prominent lower valley financiers, Mr.
Ebenezer Hayden of Potapoug <Essex) to set up a NEW
SAWMILL.
Does this wording indicate that there previously
was a mill in this locale, or is this the first effort?
This note (loan) was never cleared (in a formal sense) so
there is no information as to the exact length of time
this mill was operated < as an aside, it must be noted
that this loan was in POUNDS, not dollars - this shows the
conservative and/or lack of progress economically and
socially of these people � it was common to use this
form of tender here until 1800 - in more economically
progressive areas dollars are being used much earlier).
However, by 1801 when this property is sold there is no
If we go back to the estate of John
mention of a sawmill.
Perkins (NLPR 9/288) in 1758, not only does he have a very
large "farm" inventory, b1..1t owns PART OF SAW MILL IRONS
This certainly might indicate
a very valuable commodity.
that a mill was operating, at least on a spasmodic basis,
which was characteristic of a pre-industrial culture.
In
addition, the estate of Jarius Perkins in 1847, almost 100
years later, lists RAILROAD TIES
The evidence is very
strong that this land was ''logged" every 50 - 75 years.
As-with the "Bartman" section, this lists dwelling
houses as far back as 1763, when it was owned by the
Perkins and Wadsworths (tied by marriage - Ruth Perkins
became Ruth Wadsworth of Durham).
Of particular
importance are the references (as a southern boundary) on
the east side of Gungy Road to where "the pentway enters
the highway". What was this roadway? - in all probability
it is the road past the Clark homestead and barns.
Timothy Fo>: operated a "SHOP" here in the early part of
the 19th century.
There is no indication what type it
was.
The J. Ely Beebe area was called the "Noyes Place",
due to the financial interest of this prominent family in
the 18th and early 19th century.
We see that there
are orchards here also - LLR 35/10 in 1832 allows George
Fox all LOGGING rights on this parcel, but he cannot touch
the AF'F'LE trees.
Azari�h Beebe assembled his FARM here from a few
sources as indicated.
There was a dwelling house in the
18th century, but it was gone by 1868.
The Stark section ties in closely with the Bartman
section, but shows that one Simon Tillotson, Jr. once had
a homestead here.
It appears to have been destroyed by
1836.
The Walter Lee parcel is very small and if taken only
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When
in that vein, does not offer too much information.
expanded to the full R.W. Lee FARM, it can be seen that
logging was important, as well as pasturage (LLR 38/677).
It is also important to see that Walter Lee was involved
in a 1885 consortium to finance a portable SAW MILL (LLR
This deed indicates that the operator of the
41/206).
mill must saw all the logs and timber that the partners
bring to him at "customary rates".
This ties in with
another consortium on the adjacent Reverend Seth Lee farm
that was doing somewhat the same thing in 1812 (LLR
25/36).
Overall, Hartman Park featured agriculture on a
continuing basis.
There is also archaeological evidence
of charcoal making, as well as archival pr6of (OLRR
1/451).
The raising of s he ep and swine were of paramount
importance, as was logging. Since the transportaion of the
raw timber was difficult in the 18th and early 19th
centuries <the "GREAT RIVER" being a ways off), it was
almost certain that lL1mber was sawn "on the spot", until
an area was "logged off".
This area did not feature wealthy tenants.
The land
was cheap, when compared to farmland sold at the time on
the west side of the ConMecticut River, and the estates of
the landowners were not large.
The presence of so many
wealthy and prominent "absentee" owners is fascinating.
Why were they so interested in land that can only be
described as agriculturally marginal? _It could be
sL1bmi t ted that the timber on these properties cons ti tLtte·d
a very important asset. The Lower Valley was mostly
"timbered off" by 181C>, judging by evidence previously
uncovered ( see Daybooks of the Williams family in Essex
lumber for their building yard was coming from
Massachusetts in 1810).
Special
LLR
OLPR
NLPR

Note abbreviations used in the document section
Lyme Land Record
Old Lyme Probate Record
New London Probate Record
and so on
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by Alfred Tiffany, Hazzard Wilcox, Babcock, and heirs
of J. Perkins, east by James Fitch and Simon Chapel,
south by Richard W. Lee, heirs of C. H. Lee, and James
W. Beebe, and west by Chas. W. Perkins and the highway
LLR 37/1 - 3/12/1838 - Ichabod Ryan and wife to Ebenezer
Mack - 230 acres m/1 and buildings called the "CLARK
FARM" owned by our honored father Nathan Morgan, d�=- bounded north by Perkins and others, east by James Fitch
and others, south by Seth Lee and James Beebe, and west
by Charles W. Babcock and the highway
OLPR 1/46 - 8/31/1833 - Estate of Nathan Morgan -Total =
$2570.66 - 1 old BRASS KETTTLE - 13 cider casks - 10
sheep, 1 cow, 1 goat � notes of: Ezra Avery = $15, Ezra
Miner = $35, Benj. Fox = $28, Benj. Fox = $3.50, Tim
Fox = $.95, Ezra Avery = $.50 - House and MILL �
PRIVILEGE = $1100 - THE CLARK FARM = $1000 - NOTE: OLPR
1/201 shows The MILL was a gristmill (flour mill)
bounded north by David Watrous and the Millpond, east
by Orin Maynard, south by the highway from Horseshoe
Hill to Flanders, and west by Jonathon Mack <This is
not in 01..1r section!!!)
LLR 36/480 - 4/2/1849 - Various Morgans to Ebenezer Mack
- same description as 37/1 except specifies DWELLING
HOUSE and barn thereon
LLR 32/350 - 4/5/1828 - Erastus W. Caulkins to Nathan
Morgan - $150 - 230 acres m/1 and building - very
complicated but complete boundary description
LLR 32/75 - 2/27/1826 - Benjamin Fox to Erastus Caulkins
- my 1/2 of 61 & 1/2 acres - $50 - of what we bought of
Samuel Mather - beginning at SW corner by land said
Caulkins bought of Eb, Tiffany ------LLR 30/614 - 11/2/1824 - Eb. Tiffany to Erastus Caulkins
- 75 & 1/8 acres land - $381 - bounded north by L.
Babcock, east by Thomas P�rkins, south by Azariah Beebe,
and west by Seth Lee and Samuel Mather - NOTE: This
parcel came to Tiffany from the e state of Dudley Clark
via LLR 29/272 - 4/13/1824 (Why was it not listed in the
inventory?) - this is explained by LLR 29/272 11/13/1824 - ESTATES of Daniel and Dudley Clark to Eb.
Tlffany, Jr. - 75 & 1/8 acres -$370 - bounded north by
Azariah Beebe, east by Lee, Mather, and Babcock, and
south by Thomas Perkins -<The estates were combined???>
LLR 30/507 - 12/1/1823 - Henry M. Waite to Erastus
Caulkins - $60 - 2 parcel• - #1 refer to Dan Clark mtge
to Mary AnA Noyes on 15 acres 1/26/1816 - #2 refer to
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Archaeological Testing Methods
The use of subsurface archaeological testing was
employed to give an additional source of data for cultural
features that had been discerned in the walking survey or had
been discovered in the documentary approaches.
In many cases
the walking survey data indicated the presence of a
substantial archaeological component.
The documentary
research in these situations worked with the visual data and
gave further evidence without necessitating subsurface
testing.
In several situations the walking survey indicated the
existence of some feature, however, the archival information
could not be securely connected.
At this point in the study
I �mployed subsurface archaeological testing to generate
additional information as a cross-reference and/or a check.
This was necessary on all prehistoric loci, where there were
no documentary references and at the site noted as "Three
The only documentation that could be
Chi�neys" site #3.
associated, were a references to Ebenezer Tiffany in the
1790's having an old chimney beside the site of his dwelling
house and Daniel Clark erecting his dw�lling house on a piece
of property that obliquely references an old chimney.
Were
either of these "Three Chimney's"? Could this be interpreted
as a reference to a 17th century structure? The walking
survey and the documentation were unspecific. Archaeology
was employed to test the area and potentially give additional
information concerning temporal position.
Two other areas were sampled archaeologically.
These
areas were site #5, the mill where a small stone foundation
was located immediately west of the wheel house and south of
the dam and a loci associated to a charcoal kiln - site #7.
Both of these were electromagnetically sensed and then
e>:cavated.
Site #3 was sampled several different ways.
First a
test pit transect was run from north to south across the
length of the compound (approximately 145') at 10 foot
intervals.
This line of 12" X 12" test pits began at the
inside of the wall immediately west of the probable interior
The
structure that contained the two hearth features.
purpose of this transect was to sample different regions
within the compound and ascertain the different activity
This would identify if the compound served
locations.
different functions and also help date the occupation by
producing temporally diagnostic artifacts.
The second approach to testing the area was by employing
electromagnetic sensing and then apply archaeological test
pitting in the immediate vicinity of the magnetic return.
The purpose of this was the same as·above, however, the
different technique was less prone to chance and more
specific to (metal) artifacts.
The third archaeological procedure was directly oriented
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